Colormix
Color Recipe Formulation Software
ColorMix is the software created for the instrumental formulation in the production of color recipes. It optimizes
the preparation time, the quality of the result and, not least, verifies the production cost.
ColorMix uses proprietary mathematical formulas developed to obtain a rigorous calculation capable of
expanding several combinations in real time, ordered by Delta, metamerism and cost.
Creation of the Database
The process of insertion and characterization of the colorants
in use is completely unrelated to suppliers and / or chemical
classes. The simple and intuitive interface allows insertion and
maintenance over time. During the development of the bases,
it is possible to formulate each color, from the maximum
concentration to the lightest shade used. Eventual excesses are
evidenced and eliminated by the software, which also allows
to verify the constancy over time.
During the base configuration it is possible to declare possible
incompatibilities between combinations of recipes or
limitations of use for each colorant, in order to be able to
manage finishing imperfections or limitations declared by the
supplier.

Automatic Recipe Calculation
From an instrumental reading or the selection of a
color folder, such as Pantone, ColorMix presents a list
of possible recipes, delivering the features so that
the user can choose the most suitable to the
production and / or target customer.

The expression of the recipes can be in grams per
kilo (and / or liter), grams per mother compound, or
percentage. Before the formulation it is possible to
declare the target substrate reading to also
consider the chemical colorimetric variables.

List of Works and Corrections
Each recipe chosen is stored in a database awaiting
verification and approval. The developed and
confirmed color can be filed in a historical folder or it
can be corrected if it fails to meet expectations. For
easy recognition, it is possible to complete the basic
information of the client, article and variant.
Pending jobs can be printed or sent directly to
automatic color kitchens.

Quality Control
Quality control contains all published and
internationally recognized standards. The opening of
two reflectance or the direct reading of two colors
guarantee an unbiased decontaminated assessment
of user sensations, tiredness or ambient light.
A complete and customizable technical sheet
accompanies each one of the works, for the own
protection and for the client.

Discard management
Through a single instrumental reading it is possible to
archive the colorants in excess with the respective
quantities. During each recipe formulation process,
ColorMix will highlight to the user each compatible
color to be used.
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